Parker Solar Probe Enters the Magnetically Dominated Solar Corona
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The high temperatures and strong magnetic fields of the solar corona form streams of solar wind that expand through the Solar System into interstellar space. At 09:33 UT on 28 April 2021 Parker Solar Probe entered the magnetized atmosphere of the Sun 13 million km above the photosphere, crossing below the Alfvén critical surface for five hours into plasma in casual contact with the Sun with an Alfvén Mach number of 0.79 and magnetic pressure dominating both ion and electron pressure. The spectrum of turbulence below the Alfvén critical surface is reported. Magnetic mapping suggests the region was a steady flow emerging on rapidly expanding coronal magnetic fields lying above a pseudostreamer. The sub-Alfvénic nature of the flow may be due to suppressed magnetic reconnection at the base of the pseudostreamer, as evidenced by unusually low densities in this region and the magnetic mapping.
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Introduction.—The solar corona produces streams of solar wind with sufficient speed to escape the gravitational influence of the Sun and expand through interplanetary space [1]. Near the Sun the pressure and energy density of the corona is magnetically dominated, with magnetic pressure greater than thermal pressure \[p = \frac{nkT}{\mu_0} \ll 1\] and kinetic energy density, and hydromagnetic Alfvén waves traveling substantially faster than sound waves. This magnetic dominance is an essential aspect of the physics responsible for coronal heating, for shaping coronal structures such as loops and streamers, and for accelerating solar wind. It is also a key differentiator between coronal plasma still connected to the Sun and the free-streaming solar wind that has been directly probed by spacecraft to date.

Neglecting corrections for pressure anisotropy and multiple species, the speed of shear hydromagnetic Alfvén waves traveling along magnetic fields is determined by the local magnetic field magnitude and the density of the fluid \(v_A = B/\sqrt{\mu_0 \rho}\) [2]. The Alfvén critical surface marks the distance \(r_A\) where the radial component of the solar wind speed \(v_r\) surpasses \(v_A\) and the kinetic energy density of the solar wind is less than the magnetic energy density. Below \(r_A\), the solar wind is Alfvénically causally connected to the Sun and magnetic forces dictate the behavior of the charged particles. Torques from the rotating Sun reach a maximum at \(r_A\) and set the angular momentum loss and spin-down rate of the Sun [3,4]. The mass flux of the solar wind is also governed by the plasma properties within \(r_A\) [5]. The sub-Alfvénic region is also where a number of proposed mechanisms to heat the corona and accelerate the solar wind have been suggested to operate, including the dissipation of magnetic turbulence [6–11] or resonant damping of ion-cyclotron waves [12,13], leading to the preferential heating of minor ions [14,15]. The solar wind below this boundary has been proposed as the source of magnetic field reversals, or so-called switchbacks, first discovered by Ulysses [16] and seen in large numbers by Parker Solar Probe (PSP) [17–21]. Switchbacks are nonlinear Alfvén waves [22,23] that may be associated with the global circulation of open magnetic flux at the base of the corona [11,18] or the transition between structured flow and the initiation of the turbulent cascade observed throughout the inner heliosphere [24–26].

To date, measurements of sub-Alfvénic solar wind have been limited to conditions with thermal pressure similar to or greater than magnetic pressure, and to situations arising from the interaction of solar wind streams far from the Sun [27,28], or to intervals sufficiently short in duration or physical size to prevent the conclusion that they represent steady streams of sub-Alfvénic solar wind [29]. In this Letter we show the first observations of a sub-Alfvénic solar wind stream by PSP in the solar wind acceleration region with a median Alfvén Mach number of \(M_A = 0.79\) and magnetic energy dominating both kinetic and thermal energy. The interval lasted nearly 5 h, during which time the spacecraft moved from 19.7 to 18.4 solar radii \((R_\odot = 6.95 \times 10^6\ \text{km})\) from the center of the Sun and traversed seven degrees in solar longitude. The duration of the stream is more than an order of magnitude larger than that associated with the longest wavelength turbulent fluctuations seen by PSP, demonstrating this is not a transient phenomenon driven by local conditions. The stream appears to have been produced across the boundary of a change in the solar wind source from a midlatitude to a polar coronal hole.

Data.—The data presented in this Letter were collected over the course of the eighth encounter of the Sun by Parker Solar Probe in April 2021 (E8) and have been released for public use through the NASA PSP archive. Thermal plasma properties are measured by the PSP solar wind electron, alphas, and protons (SWEP) instrument suite [30], including the Solar Probe Cup (SPC) [31], solar probe analyzers (SPAN) electron [32], and SPAN ion plasma data. The radial component of the solar wind proton velocity used in Fig. 1 was determined by calculating the moments of proton velocity measured by SPC. Both SWEP ion instruments (SPC and SPAN ion) measure radial velocities that agree to within a few \(\text{km} \text{s}^{-1}\) during this time period. Uncertainties in
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Alfvén speed is estimated by multiplying

\[
\frac{v_A}{v}\approx \sqrt{\frac{m_p}{m_e}}
\]

by magnetic field data from the outboard FIELDS magnetometer and a determination of the electron density \(n_e\) from the peak in the spectrum of quasithermal noise fluctuations was also used [34–36]. Power spectral density measurements are limited by magnetic field instrument noise above 10 Hz in this period. Mass density for the density measurements are limited by magnetic field instrument noise above 10 Hz in this period. Observations of electrons with a center energy of 316.4 eV and width of 22 eV by the two SPAN electron sensors were combined, along with the FIELDS determination of the magnetic field direction, to create electron pitch angle distributions and track the direction of the electron heat flux along the local magnetic field. Since the electron heat flux always flows away from the corona into space, simultaneous changes in the polarity of the radial component of the magnetic field and the direction of the electron heat flux are used to determine when \(PSP\) has crossed the heliospheric current sheet (HCS) that divides solar wind connected to inward or outward magnetic field polarity [33,37].

**Observations of sub-Alfvénic solar wind.**—\(PSP\) crossed below the Alfvén critical surface within three intervals over the 2.5 day period near the E8 perihelion shown in Fig. 1. The three intervals (I1–I3), each of which lasted more than 30 min, are indicated in the figure by shading and described in Table I.

Both \(B_r\) and \(B_p\) increased toward perihelion as expected, roughly following the envelope expected from an inverse square dependence on distance [38]. Three major crossings of the HCS are indicated by the drop in \(B_r\), reversal in polarity of \(B_p\), increase in \(\beta\), and reversal of the sign of the electron heat flux. Large numbers of traveling magnetic switchbacks or nonlinear Alfvén waves, evidenced by the short period rotations in the direction of \(B_r\), with no change in magnitude, are seen throughout the encounter but occur at a notably lower rate when \(PSP\) is below the critical surface. The magnitudes of \(B\) and \(B_p\) more closely adhere to the predicted envelope when \(PSP\) is below the Alfvén critical surface.

The observed electron density \(n_e\) is also compared to an expected value \(n_p\text{expt}v_rR_\odot^2 = 10^{4.85}v_r^{-0.54}(1\text{ A.U.})^2\) derived from \(Wind\) spacecraft observations near Earth and scaled for distance from the Sun. The radial trends in \(v_r\) and \(v_A\) make it more likely that \(PSP\) would cross below the Alfvén critical point as the spacecraft moved closer to the Sun. The main factor contributing to these three specific intervals being the first is the unusually low density seen in all three cases, about 2–5 times lower than would be expected from scaling the typical values.

I1 is the primary focus of this Letter because \(M_A\) was consistently below unity for more than 300 min, the interval was far from the HCS structure, and because for the first time the thermal and kinetic energy density of both ions and electrons was measurably less than the magnetic energy density. Thus I1 marks the first time a spacecraft has passed into the magnetically dominated solar corona. I2 shows a significant dip of \(M_A\) to even lower values, but this interval

---

**TABLE I.** Start and end time, corresponding distance from the Sun and Carrington longitude of \(PSP\), and median \(M_A\) within the three intervals below the Alfvén critical surface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>Start (UT)</th>
<th>End (UT)</th>
<th>Start ((R_\odot))</th>
<th>End ((R_\odot))</th>
<th>Start (deg)</th>
<th>End (deg)</th>
<th>Median (M_A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>2021-04-28 09:33</td>
<td>2021-04-28 14:42</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>2021-04-29 07:18</td>
<td>2021-04-29 07:52</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>81.4</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3</td>
<td>2021-04-29 23:40</td>
<td>2021-04-30 01:24</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>112.7</td>
<td>115.5</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is relatively short and could be a transient associated with the nearby HCS. I3 lasts for about 100 min, but $M_A$ does not drop significantly below unity.

$M_A$ is reliably below unity in I1 even when adjusting the measurements by more than their known uncertainties or by including higher order corrections to $v_r$ and $v_A$ arising from center of mass, pressure anisotropy, or minor ion contributions including artificially raising the percentage of helium in the solar wind to 10% by number density, twice the highest value seen in steady solar wind [39,40].

Figure 2 shows the trace power spectral density of fluctuations in the magnetic field, velocity, and total energy as a function of spacecraft-frame frequency $f_{sc}$ for the 5 h period within I1. Normalized fast Fourier transforms of the time series of $v$ and $b = B/\sqrt{\mu_0 n_e e m_p}$ were performed to calculate the power spectral densities and the components of each summed to give the trace power spectral densities $E_b$ and $E_v$. These spectra were then smoothed with a running average in frequency space of 10 data points. The total energy spectrum was calculated as $E_t = E_b + E_v$. The spectrum for $E_b$ extends to higher frequencies due to the faster sampling of the magnetometer, but the flattening in the spectrum above 10 Hz is due to the noise floor of the instrument and not the plasma. The spectral index, in the lower panel of Fig. 2, for each quantity was found by taking a sliding window of one decade in spacecraft-frame frequency, $f_{sc}$, over the smoothed spectra and calculating the best-fit linear gradient in log-log space over this window. The spectral break between the energy-containing $1/f$ range (which is shallower than $f_{sc}^{-1}$ here) and the $f_{sc}^{-3/2}$ inertial range is at $f_{sc} \sim 2 \times 10^{-3}$ Hz and is indicated with the black dashed line. This break is associated with the outer scale, or largest scale fluctuation that can be attributed to turbulence [42]. The $1/f$ range and break is clearer when using 15 h of observations including I1 [43]. The $\sim 500 \text{ s}$ time period corresponding to the measured outer scale is 37 times shorter than the duration of I1, meaning that the sub-Alfvénic nature of I1 cannot be due to the passage of a large turbulent eddy. Instead I1 is a large-scale stream structure, most likely relating to a sub-Alfvénic flow all the way from the Sun to the spacecraft. There is a small enhancement in power at the break scale. At higher frequencies there is still a clear $-3/2$ inertial range magnetic field spectrum, although it is shallower at low frequencies. A small enhancement is seen at ion cyclotron scales, and then the spectrum drops steeply before reaching the instrument noise floor.

**Solar surface source.**—To trace the flows in the three intervals back to their sources deep in the atmosphere of the Sun, three-dimensional reconstruction of the magnetic field between the photosphere of the Sun and *PSP* is derived using the potential field source surface (PFSS) model [44–47]. The PFSS model can uniquely specify the coronal field once two surface boundary conditions are specified: a map of the observed photospheric magnetic field assembled from magnetograms and a stipulation that all remaining magnetic fields are radial at an outer source surface. For this Letter a PFSS solution was developed using an ADAPT-GONG magnetogram recorded on 1 May 2021 shortly after *PSP* reached perihelion (29 April 2021) and a source surface height of $2.0R_\odot$ selected to accurately reproduce low latitude coronal holes observed in *STEREO* spacecraft extreme ultraviolet images of the Sun during the encounter.

The output of the PFSS model is depicted in Fig. 3. The E8 trajectory of *PSP* over the solar surface is shown in blue and red running across the middle of the plot and forms a loop where superrotation with respect to the solar surface occurs. The color indicates the in situ measured magnetic polarity by FIELDS, where red indicates a positive, antisunward vector and blue indicates a negative, sunward-directed field. The polarity inversion line (solid black curve) is seen to cut the *PSP* trajectory at the locations where the in situ data changes polarity indicating consistency. Curves connecting the *PSP* trajectory to the solar surface indicate the modeled coronal field line connection. The color of these field lines utilizes the Alfvén Mach number shown in Fig. 1: Green colors indicate standard super-Alfvénic intervals, and white and purple colors indicate sub-Alfvénic intervals. A white portion on the *PSP* trajectory indicates the location where
PSP measured sub-Alfvénic solar wind speeds. A large white square indicates PSP’s location on the date of the model run shown. The ballistic mapping utilizes SWEAP/SPAN-ion-measured solar wind velocity to estimate the shift in longitude between the outer corona and PSP. While this method makes the crude assumption of no solar wind acceleration or transverse solar wind flow on its path out from the corona, the uncertainty is greatly reduced (i) by the fact that these two effects counteract each other [48,49], and (ii) by PSP’s low heliocentric distances which mean that a solar wind variation as large as 200 km/s would correspond to a mapping error of less than 5° on the source surface.

As PSP passed through sub-Alfvénic interval I1, the connection started on the edge of an isolated negative polarity equatorial coronal hole and transitioned to the boundary of a southern polar coronal hole extension, likely crossing a pseudostreamer or quasiseparatrix structure. Pseudostreamers and quasiseparatrix structures are magnetic topologies where a small motion of the spacecraft is associated with a large jump in the location of the magnetic footpoint of the solar wind source with no change in polarity, and have been proposed as playing a critical role in the structure and acceleration of solar wind [50]. In the case of I1, PSP moved through about 7° in longitude while the footpoint source moved by nearly 40° over the surface of the Sun. This mapping result for I1 was found to be robust, occurring with magnetograms taken up to 2 weeks on either side of perihelion including times when the coronal hole was visible from Earth [43]. This latter point is important since the actual connection occurred while PSP’s footpoint was behind the solar East limb. The result also persists if we assume corotational effects dominate over solar wind acceleration such that the ballistic mapping is replaced with direct radial field lines between PSP and the PFSS domain; in this case the mapping is weighted more towards the equatorial coronal hole, but still associated with the same pseudostreamer structure. Additionally, extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation observations at these later times (5 May 2021 onwards) show there was solar activity nearly colocated with the coronal hole, with bright closed loops apparent just south of the EUV-dark coronal hole.

I3 also involves a connection to a low latitude equatorial coronal hole (of positive polarity), although it is much shorter lived and the specific source was less robust to magnetogram evolution, potentially being affected by transient eruptions. This event occurred while the source was visible from Earth. Reproducing coronal holes in this region seen in EUV was the main driver to the choice of source surface height (2.0R⊙); higher source surface heights did not capture the southern hemisphere positive coronal hole around 140° longitude.

Comparison to recent predictions.—The fact that PSP crossed below the Alfvén critical surface for the first time in 2021 and at distances of 16–20R⊙ from the Sun is consistent with earlier predictions [15,51,52]. One recent study combined solar wind measurements by the Wind spacecraft with a simple radial scaling for each quantity to calculate the typical height of the Alfvén critical surface as a function of time, and predicted that PSP would cross below the surface in 2021 due to increasing solar activity and the continued lowering of the PSP perihelion through encounters with Venus [15]. Figure 4 updates the
calculations from that study and includes the PSP trajectory, and the lower perihelion of E8 is coincident with an increase in the predicted surface height. This crossing was also consistent with predictions based on radial extrapolation from earlier encounters, e.g. [52].

Discussion.—A 5 h interval on 28 April 2021 is the first time we were aware of a spacecraft entering the magnetically dominated atmosphere of the Sun, with a mean \( M_A \sim 0.78 \) and magnetic energy larger than both the kinetic and thermal particle energy. The power spectral density of fluctuations in the magnetic field, velocity, and total energy was measured within the first interval below the Alfvén critical surface. Compared to prior observations in the super-Alfvénic solar wind where the \( 1/f \) range was less well defined, there was a potential enhancement in power at the break between the \( 1/f \) and inertial range, and the slope of the spectrum of turbulence within the lower frequency side of the inertial range was more shallow than \( 3/2 \). Enhanced power at the break scale has been predicted as a signature of parametric instability and inverse cascade and may be an indicator of novel heating and dissipation physics [53].

Magnetic field mapping robustly suggests that the source of this first sub-Alfvénic interval is solar wind emerging from an expanding magnetic field above a pseudostreamer, and demonstrates a link between pseudostreamers or quasiseperatrix layers and solar wind formation. The drop in \( M_A \) in this interval is predominantly due to the atypically low plasma density and not a change in \( B \). There are far fewer switchbacks in this sub-Alfvénic interval than in the surrounding super-Alfvénic plasma. Given the magnetic mapping and the low density this could be an an indication that switchbacks are correlated with the presence of magnetic reconnection on the surface of the Sun, and that lower reconnection rates led to less mass being injected into this solar wind stream [20]. However, the reduction is also constant with predictions that switchbacks are formed above the Alfvén critical point [21]. Additional observations below the Alfvén critical surface at different Mach numbers and with solar sources will reveal the location and process of switchback formation.

These first observations of the magnetically dominated solar corona by Parker Solar Probe demonstrate the unique insights the mission is able to provide into the physics of coronal heating and solar wind formation through direct observation. We can anticipate further discoveries as the spacecraft descends to its final perihelion of 9.86\( R_\odot \) and spends increasing time within the magnetic atmosphere of our Sun.

The supporting data for this Letter are openly available from the NASA Space Physics Data Facility [54–61]. Additional SWEAP data and information are available at the SWEAP web page [62].
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Correction: The first sentence of the caption to Fig. 2 contained an error and has been fixed.